
 
 
Technical guidance for submitting artworks into the Art Awards 
 
What you will be asked for and need to have ready? 
Personal details 
1. Full name, address, postcode and phone number. 

2. Active email address – this must be able to accept correspondence with attachments from 
pinerivers.gallery@moretonbay.qld.gov.au. 

3. Your Australian Business Number (ABN) if applicable and whether you are registered for GST. If you are 
selected as one of the two acquisitive prize winners, or your artwork is purchased from the gallery we require 
this information to process your payment. 

4. Confirmation that you are over 18. 

5. MasterCard or Visa details for payment of the $29 non-refundable entry fee. 

Artwork details 
1. Which category you are entering; ; Painting, Works on paper, Photo digital, 3D works. 

2. The title of the artwork. 

3. The medium(s) of the artwork. 

4. The artwork dimensions in mm (e.g. 32.5 cm = 325 mm). (Width  x Height  x Depth eg. 450x1200x30 mm) 

5. Artist statement. Please see guidance below. 

6. Sale price of your artwork, including 25% commission and GST if registered for GST. Please see guidance 
below. 

7. One photograph of artworks for Categories - Painting, Works on paper, Photo digital and up to 3 photographs 
for 3D artworks.  

Images should be a maximum 4MB in size, no more than 300 dpi resolution and in JPEG format. Please see 
‘How do I photograph my work?’ below for more information. 

8. Whether you wish to be entered for the Local Artist Prize.  
Check whether you live in the Moreton Bay Regional Council area and confirm you have resided in the region 
for 6 months prior to the closing date. Link to map: 
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Moreton+Bay+Region,+QLD/@-
27.1070447,152.6490959,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x6b93f14e2a9048e9:0xa0cf91e0f3a8aac8!8m2!3
d-27.0946084!4d152.9205918 

9. Whether your artwork will be delivered and collected in person or by courier. 
 
Artist statement 
 
Artists must supply an Artist Statement about each individual artwork entered in the Art Awards. 
 
An Artist Statement is about the artwork. It is different to a biography which is about you as an artist or a CV, 
which is a list of your achievements. Your statement speaks in your absence and introduces work to the viewing 
public.  
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Please check: 
• the content, grammar and spelling are correct 
• the statement does not exceed 60 words 

 
Statements will be displayed from what you supply or edited to 60 words if they are longer than this. 
 
Tip: We recommend typing your statement into a word document and then simply copying and pasting into your 
application online, so you can check the word count. 
 
Pricing your artwork 
 
If you are starting out and you are not sure about how to price your works it is often helpful to take an average 
price of your last three sales. If you have not sold very much, pricing your work can be based on time, labour and 
cost of materials. Set yourself a sensible hourly wage, add the cost of materials (including framing), and take into 
account commissions payable (25%). Your final asking prices should be in line with what other artists with similar 
credentials to yours are charging for their work.  
 
How do I photograph my work? 
 
It is your responsibility to ensure you check the image you upload to your application form is correct and reflects 
your artwork in an honest and true manner as no further opportunities will be given to amend these or submit an 
alternative image. 
 
There are a number of photographers who specialise in art photography or websites with relevant information. If 
you choose to photograph your own work, we are looking for sharp, focused images with accurate colour 
representation and the clarity to see surface textures in the work. These images need to have no background, or 
a clean uncluttered background. Avoid using flash photography – this gives a white flash mark or shine. Works 
under glass should be photographed without the glass. Be aware of ‘keystoning’ on your work (where the 
perspective of your work tapers or distorts). 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
What resolution and size do my images have to be? 
 
All images should be a JPEG of no more than 300 dpi resolution. Image size should be no greater than 4MB and 
no less than 2MB. Resizing your image/s to these specifications may be done using image editing software 
products such as Adobe Photoshop or the default photo/picture editor that comes with your computer’s operating 
system. Free software applications are also available online. 
 
 
Preparing artworks for hanging 
 
All 2D artwork including works on paper and photography must be prepared for hanging mounted with ‘D-rings’ 
which are screwed on each side of the frame or canvas 8 cm from the top of the work as shown.  
Please note:  

• Any works arriving without D-rings will not be accepted.   
• Wire is not required – our gallery system hooks directly onto the D-rings 
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